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**Manteis, Magic, Mysteries and Mythography:**
Messy Margins of Polis Religion?

Abstract: In recent decades it has become customary to assume that in the classical period the polis controlled religion in all its aspects. It is only recently that this view is being questioned. Although the more marginal aspects of polis religion have already received the necessary attention, the study of these marginal aspects remains dominated, to a certain extent, by old prejudices of previous generations of scholars, which in turn were sometimes fed by the prejudices or representations of ancient authors. I will concentrate on those areas of Greek, especially Athenian, religious life in which books and writing were particularly important, as the written word enabled people to take a more independent stance in polis religion. Subsequently, I will make observations on manteis (§ 1), magic (§ 2), mysteries and Orphism (§ 3) and mythography (§ 4), and end with some remarks on the nature of polis religion (§ 5).

Résumé : Ces dernières décennies, il est devenu habituel de considérer que la polis de la période classique contrôlait la religion sous tous ces aspects. Ce n’est que récemment que ce point de vue a été mis en question. Même si les aspects plus marginaux de la religion de la polis ont déjà reçu l’attention nécessaire, leur étude reste marquée, dans une certaine mesure, par les préjugés des savants des générations antérieures, eux-mêmes nourris des préjugés et des représentations des auteurs anciens. Cet article se concentre sur les lieux de la vie religieuse grecque, et plus particulièrement athénienne, où des livres et de l’écrit étaient particulièrement importants, dans la mesure où l’écrit permet aux gens de prendre une position plus indépendante en regard de la religion de la polis. Mes observations concerneront les manteis (§ 1), la magie (§ 2), les mystères et l’Orphisme (§ 3), la mythographie (§ 4), en terminant par quelques considérations sur la nature de la religion de la polis (§ 5).

With the passing away of Christiane Sourvinou-Inwood (1945-2007), my generation has lost its most personal voice and, perhaps, its most powerful intellect. Christiane had still much to offer and her death is an irreparable loss. I knew her for thirty years, and she always was a very loyal friend. I would never visit Oxford without having lunch with her and her husband Mike Inwood, often in Trinity College, and those occasions are some of my best memories. It is also fair to say that from my generation she was one of the most polemical scholars. One contradicted her at one’s peril, as several of her publications all too clearly show:1 That is why my contribution is delivered not without a certain feeling of ambivalence. Certainly, while she was still alive, it would have

---

1 See, for example, C. SOURVINOU-INWOOD, ‘Reading’ Greek Death to the End of the Classical Period, Oxford, 1995, p. 413-44.
been very hard to disagree with her in print at length. Yet the memory of a great scholar is never served by hagiography, and it is in the spirit of the greatest admiration that I would like to ask some questions regarding Christiane’s seminal and highly influential articles on the idea of polis religion.2

It is a sign of her persuasiveness that criticisms of Christiane’s model have long been few and far between, and that a sustained critical analysis appeared only last year.3 In my contribution I will take a closer look at the more marginal aspects of polis religion. Although these have recently been admirably studied by Robert Parker and Esther Eidinow,4 it may still be possible to add a few more touches to their general picture, as the study of these marginal aspects remains dominated, to a certain extent, by old prejudices of previous generations of scholars, which in turn were sometimes fed by the prejudices or representations of ancient authors. I will concentrate on those areas of Greek, especially Athenian, religious life in which books and writing were particularly important, as the written word enabled people to take a more independent stance in polis religion. Subsequently, I will make observations on manteis (§ 1), magic (§ 2), mysteries and Orphism (§ 3) and mythography (§ 4), and then end with some final observations on the nature of polis religion (§ 5)

1. Manteis

Let us start with the Greek seers. It is clear that in the Archaic Age the oldest seers still operated without the use of writing or texts. In fact, the idea that oracles ‘speak’ and ‘are spoken’ lasted well into the fifth century. In a valuable study of Greek ‘holy tales’ and ‘holy books’,5 Albred Henrichs has recently stressed that oracles are ‘intrinsically oral, that is to say they “speak” to the human recipient in their own voice by addressing an issue, as at Birth 962 f.: ‘There is an oracle (crísmos) of Bakis explicitly speaking about (logos) Cloudescoland’.6 And indeed, as the late Olivier Masson has argued, Bakis actually means ‘Speaker’.7 This oral character started to change from the late seventh

---


6 Note the same expression in Art., Eq., 128.

century onwards when oracles and prophetic utterances were fixed into writing. Our oldest example is the so-called 'skin of Epimenides', apparently a parchment sheet with oracles of that great but elusive purifier.8 Epimenides’ grave was in the official building of the Spartan ephors, who also regularly consulted an incubation oracle in Thalasses, a hamlet south-west of Sparta,9 whereas each of the two Spartan kings had two Pythioi, officials who could consult the Delphic oracle, the results of which they preserved in an archive for future consultation.10 We see here clearly the combination of seers, power and literacy in the area of the gods’ messages.

Power over these messages must have been considered so important that the Pisistratids too kept oracles on the acropolis, and Pisistratus’ son Hipparchus expelled the man who had been officially charged with collecting oracles, Onomacritus, when he was seized in the very act of falsifying one of these oracles.11 When in 510 B.C., the Spartan king Cleomenes ousted the Pisistratids, he took the oracles home in the process, to be stored, presumably, in the Spartan royal archives.12 This close connection between oracles and the ruling powers is also suggested by Herodotus’ story that the Spartan Dorieus was advised by the seer Antichares who cited an oracle of Laios (V, 43). It was apparently not considered strange that the Theban kings owned oracles and this, presumably, added to the authority of the oracular source. In fact, Pausanias (IX, 26, 3) mentions that Laios revealed to the Sphinx an oracle that was known only to the kings of Thebes. It fits this situation that many kings of archaic times were also known as seers, such as Anios of Delos13, Polydotos of Argos, who was the son of Koiranos, ‘Ruler’,14 Mounichos,

---


9 Plut., Ag. 9; Cic., Div. I, 96; IG V 1, 1317; Tert., Anth., 46; Jacoby on FGrH 596 F 46.


12 Hdt., V, 90, 2. Oracles in state archives during the heyday of Athenian democracy: Dem., 21, 51-54; 43, 66.


14 Il. V, 148 and schol. (king), XIII, 663-670 with R. Janko ad loc.; Pind., O. 13, 74-75; Pherecydes, FGrH 3 F 115 = fr. 115 (ed. Fowler); Soph., Manteis with Rady ad loc.; Paus., I, 43,
Teneros and Phineus of Thrace. A similar combination of political authority and oracles prevailed in Rome where the Senate anxiously guarded the Sibylline oracles, which were even classified as 'hidden books', *libri reconditi*. Literacy, however, is a great democratizer. In the fifth century we find all kinds of oracle collections and collectors. Our earliest known example is probably Polemaites, who bequeathed his books on divination to his friend Thrasyllus in the middle of the fifth century (Isocr., 19, 5-9), but Aristophanes repeatedly mentions the collections of Bakis and Musaeus, the latter an Athenian and the former a Boeotian. These oracles were probably used in debates in the assembly and thus liable to the approval of the audience, but that was only one place where they were quoted or chanted. The books will also have been used in more private gatherings, as in Aristophanes' *Birds* (980-989), where they were not subject to public scrutiny. They were peddled by men and women, and 'Once we are alerted to their presence, we find them everywhere throughout our sources'. As Burkert well notes, these seers and diviners 'remained somewhat marginal to Polis religion, and could never even think of authoritarian organization of belief, of dogma to monopolize the creation of sense'.

2. Magic

A similar increasing visibility, even if not in the public sphere or the literary sources, is the case of magical spells and curses. In the last two decades the study

---


20 For the chanting of oracles see Soph., fr. 573 (ed. Radt); Eur., fr. 481, 16 (ed. Kännicht); Eupolis, fr. 231 (ed. Kasel-Austin).


22 Eidinow, *a.e.* (n. 4), p. 27.

of ancient magic has been a booming business. Yet this study has remained mainly limited to the small crowd of aficionados of ancient magic and has hardly entered the study of polis or, for that matter, Greek religion: there is no discussion of magic in the handbooks of Nilsson and Burkert and neither is there an entry 'magic' in the indices of Christiane’s books. Yet in some respects this is an excellent opportunity to compare polis religion with what Robert Parker calls ‘unlicensed religion’, a term we will have to come back to.

Even if we limit our attention to magic today to the curse tablets, it is clear that these were part of all layers of Athenian society. The mention in these tablets of the politicians Lycurgus and Demosthenes, but also of Phocion (to note only the most famous ones) suggests that the practice pervaded the whole of Athenian society, from top to bottom, aiming mainly at males, but sometimes also at females, although the latter were stigmatised as laikastriaia, a Greek term to which the English translation ‘tart’ in Eddinow does not really do justice. In passing we note that women were already the target of very early Selinuntine defixiones but without attracting such malice. Once again, it is literacy that must have made a real change in this respect.

Our oldest curse tablets derive from Sicily and Magna Graecia, where they emerge in the sixth century, whereas in Attica they arrive in the course of the later fifth century. Fritz Graf has suggested two possible explanations. First, the early Attic spells were written exclusively on perishable materials and only later on lead; or, secondly, the defixiones originated in Sicily and Magna Graecia and were brought from there to Athens. It is true that Plato (Leg., 933a) mentions waxen images attached to doors and spells deposited on crossroads, which in both cases would hardly have survived the ravages of time. Yet the time difference seems to speak unequivocally for the priority of Italy. Now the ancestor of the curse tablet
probably derives from the Assyro-Babylonian world, as Graf has argued,\(^{31}\) and Near Eastern influence has also been claimed for the enumeration of the different body parts in anatomical curses.\(^{32}\) Given the Carthaginian rule of Western Sicily from the sixth century onwards and the occurrence of the Carthaginian name Mago on an earlier fifth-century Selinuntine defixio,\(^{33}\) Near Eastern influence on Sicily via Carthage seems impossible to overlook and very plausible.\(^{34}\) Such an influence would also account better for the fact that Pythagorean or Orphic influence is not noticeable in the earliest curses.

Having looked at their origin, let us now turn to their connection with *polis* religion. If anywhere strict religious control was impossible, it was in the area of eschatology. The curse tablets therefore present an interesting case where we can compare *polis* religion with its possible opposite, admittedly a rather vague term to which I will come back at the end of this piece (§ 5). As we know, literature always makes certain choices determined by genre, audience or personal preference of the author. Thus we hardly find a single trace of Orphic and Pythagorean beliefs in Greek tragedy, and the statement of a character in Euripides’ *Methagros* (fr. 532 Kannicht) that ‘after death every man is earth and shadow: nothing goes to nothing’ might even suggest the absence of any belief in an afterlife. However, these words clearly demonstrate that we cannot simply extrapolate to general beliefs or collective representations from one literary or artistic medium, since, as we know from vase paintings and the *Homeric Hymn to Demeter*, the Athenians, like the other Greeks, believed in the usual afterlife suspects, such as Charon, Hades, Cerberus and Persephone. In fact, some of these figures must be pretty old: a dog already guards the road to the underworld in ancient Indian, Persian and Nordic mythology,\(^ {35}\) and a ferryman is part of the eschatology of many peoples.\(^ {36}\) Finally, Persephone’s name has recently been etymologized as ‘she who beats the ears of corn’, an explanation that fits the activity of girls in many less developed areas and probably predates the first millennium.\(^ {37}\) The antiquity of these figures, then, well guarantees their presence in the Greek belief system, even if an


33 Bettarini, a.c. (n. 28), no. 23.


element of doubt seems to have always been there and would continue to do so well into the Byzantine period. 38

Do we find the eschatological ‘inherited conglomerate’ of Charon, Hades, Cerberus and Persephone back on the Attic curse tablets of the Classical era or do we find different divine figures? Let us first note that we do not encounter Charon. This is not really surprising, but it also shows that it is not the normal underworld that we have here. This is also demonstrated by the scarce invocation of Hades who is mentioned only twice (DTA 102; SGD 44). Hades’ name also hardly appears on Attic vase painting and may well have been felt too infernal to invoke. 39 The most popular deity by far is Hermes, who is mentioned with just his own name (8x), but also as Katochos (14x), ‘he who holds down’, Hermes Chthonios (8x), ‘of the Earth’, Eriouios (3x: unknown meaning), Dolios (2x), ‘Cunning’, and once as Lord Katochos (DTA 94) and as God Katochos (DTA 95), the last perhaps being examples of the soft Attic taboo on the pronunciation of names of underworld powers. 40 Interestingly, then, we find in these tablets not only the name of the god Hermes but also Hermes with various different epithets.

From these epithets only one can be found in Attica as a cult epithet outside the curse tablets: Hermes Chthonios. During the Clises the Athenians sacrificed to Hermes Chthonios but to none of the Olympian gods, according to Theopompus (FGKH 115 F 347ab). For the study of epithets this is a very interesting passage, as Hermes was of course one of the Olympian gods. We can see here that in particular circumstances the Greeks could completely isolate a god+epithet from the same god without epithet. 41 From the other epithets, Katochos is clearly the most popular, because Hermes is often asked ‘to bind’ the objects of the curse (DTA 89, 100, 102, DT 50, etc); Eriouios is an old epic epithet, which was no longer understandable but was probably chosen for its poetical effects, 42 whereas Dolios indicates the trickiness which is hoped for to defeat the opponents. Unlike

42 For its possible meaning see RICHARDSON on Homeric Hymn to Demeter, 407.
Katochos, Dolios does occur as an epithet of Hermes in tragedy and comedy, but in Attica it was not a cult epithet.43

The prominence of Hermes is somewhat striking, as he hardly figures, for example, on Sicilian curse tablets. Yet Hermes was important on the funerary white lekythos, which were the most popular Athenian grave gifts from the middle of the sixth to the end of the fifth century. Given that the lekythos were placed on graves of recently deceased Athenians, the presence of Hermes as the great psychopomp, often in the company of Charon, is not surprising, but his role is always limited to leading the deceased to Charon: he seems to be absent from the underworld proper.44 In short, the prominence of Hermes is typical of the curse tablets.

Moreover, Hermes is several times invoked with Persephone,45 who is the second popular divinity in the curse tablets. Her presence is hardly surprising and does not really add new aspects to her more public persona. In one case the form of her name, Persephonian (SGD 42), suggests an (ultimate) origin in dactylic poetry, such as we also find in some curse tablets from Sicily and Boeotia.46 In two other cases we find the form P[h]eraphita (DT 68-9), which is the normal Attic one in comedy, inscriptions and other non-tragic literature.47 The strangest case surely is the mention of 'She with Persephone' (DT 68). Could this be a reference to Demeter? Whatever the answer, the mention shows that the curser could personalize their curses and did not wholly depend on the 'inherited conglomerate'. This is also clear from the frequent mention of Ge, who was not particularly honoured in ancient Greece, even though in Attica she received several cults, which, whatever their purpose, do not seem to have been connected to the underworld.48

Other interesting examples are Tethys and Lethe. Tethys (DT 68) is the Greek transcription of Akkadian Tiamat, as Burkert has shown,49 who appears

---

43 Soph., Ph., 133; [Eur.], Rhe., 217; Ar., Them., 1202; Plut., 1157; Aen., Tact., 24, 15; Paus., VII, 27, 1 (Pellene); SEG 37, 1673; PARKER, Lc. (n. 41), p. 176.


45 DT 4 103; DT 50; SGD 1, 44 (Hermes Katochos).


first in the *Iliad* where we hear of ‘Okeanos, begetter of the gods, and mother Tethys’ (XIV, 201). The couple appears several times in Greek mythology: not only in Hesiod and Eumelus, but also on a well-known Attic dinos of Sophilos on the marriage of Peleus and Thetis (SEG 35, 37) and in a, presumably, Orphic *Theogony* quoted by Plato in his *Cratylus*: ‘The handsome river Okeanos was the first to marry, he who wedded his sister Tethys, the daughter of his mother’.\(^{50}\) Eidinow quotes with assent Audollent who quoted Wünsch that she was conceived as ‘Mutter Erde – also chthonisch’,\(^{51}\) but there is no proof of that. It rather seems that she was chosen because of her strange name and hoary past.\(^{52}\) Another curious hapax is a relatively early text from the Kerameikos (ca. 375 BC) that mentions Lethe as a personal power (SEG 51, 328). It fits this unique content that Lethe was less popular among the Greeks than among the Romans and was more of a general underworld character than a fixed identity: it is not a river before Plato’s *Republic* (X, 621a-c).\(^{53}\)

Our final example is a third, possibly fourth-century, curse tablet from Attica (*DT* 72), which mentions a number of people, amongst whom are the intriguing figures Bakchis and Kittos, two Dionysiac names. It concludes with ‘[I bind] their hopes from both gods and heroes and all their business before Hermes the Binder and before Hekate and before Ge and before all the gods and the Mother of gods’. Is the appearance of Mother here ‘unique and aberrant’, as has recently been claimed?\(^{24}\) I argue ‘unique’, certainly, but also ‘aberrant’? The Greeks, the Athenians included, had identified Gaia/Ge as the Mother of Gods from an early time onwards. We see this in the *Homeric Hymn to Gaia* (17) as well as in Solon (36, 4-5 West) and Sophocles (fr. 269a, 51 Radt). It seems to me plausible that this quality of Ge has played a role here. Alternatively, she might have been adduced as a symbol of great antiquity like Tethys. A third possibility, however, is that the scribe or buyer of the tablet wanted to be absolutely certain and added the ‘Mother of Gods’ to ‘all the gods’ in order to be absolutely sure to have adduced the whole pantheon.

In any case, is the notion ‘aberrant’ justified in regards to these curse tablets? We have seen that the infernal divinities that we find in them do not all conform to the ‘inherited conglomerate’, but constitute a motley of divinities, some of whom we do not find in either cult or literature; other examples would be Hekate Chthonia (*DTA* 105-7) and the Praxidikai (*DTA* 109; *SGD* 14).

50 Hes., *Th.,* 337, 362, 368, fr. dub. 343, 4 (ed. Marchelbach-West); Eumelus, fr. 1\(^{8}\) (ed. Davies) = 1 (ed. Bernabé); Acusilaus, fr. 1 (ed. Fowler); *Pl., Crat.,* 402b = *OF* 22 (ed. Bernabé); note also *Pl., Tim.,* 40e; BreuMMer, a.e. (n. 21), p. 2.


54 Parker, a.c. (n. 4), p. 126 note 40.
Athenians could use formulaic enumerations of deities as provided by the professional selling them the tablet, or they could personalize their divinities. Is it not precisely in the area of magic that we would expect a pantheon different from the normal Olympian one?

3. Mysteries and Orphism

The underworld also played an important role in a phenomenon that cannot be neglected in a discussion of *polis* religion, the world of Orphism. But who was Orpheus, what did he write, what did he teach and who were his followers? The debate about these questions has already raged for two centuries, and it will be helpful for our discussion to take a brief look at what the main handbooks of Greek religion from the twentieth century have said about these questions.

In the summer of 1931 the aged Wilamowitz (1848-1931) worked feverishly on his last book, *Der Glaube der Hellenen*, knowing that he would have little time left for completing this work that clearly was close to his heart. On Orpheus and Orphism he was pretty sceptical. He admitted that there had been an Orphic *Theogony*, but, as he argued, this did not prove a ‘besondere Religion und erst recht keine Gemeinde’, an ‘orphische Seelenlehre soll erst einer nachweisen’ and the Gold Leaves certainly were not Orphic. On the other hand, there was vegetarianism, and *Winkelpriester* administered *teletai* with their books with magical formulas, but these were no more than ‘Schwindler’. Rather striking is his rejection of the idea that ‘Platons Hadesbilder und zugleich die Petrusapocalypse von Orpheus stammen’. Although he does not mention any names here, it is clear that he aimed at Albrecht Dieterich’s *Nekyia*, but his rejection must have also struck Eduard Norden, whose commentary on *Aeneid* VI had appeared in a third edition only a few years earlier, and which Wilamowitz had enthusiastically welcomed when it was first published in 1903.

Only a decade later, Martin Nilsson (1874-1967) turned Prussian scepticism fully on its head. His discussion of Orphism, which Wilamowitz had still called

---


‘das neue Wort’,\textsuperscript{59} accepted most of what the latter had rejected – a sobering lesson for anybody engaged in the study of Orphism. Nilsson distinguished its heyday in the archaic age from its decline in the fifth and fourth centuries to ‘einer verachteten Sekté’, when it had fallen into the hands of ‘Bettelpriester’ and ‘Scharlatane’. Yet the ‘tiefer Blickende’, such as Pindar and Plato, were receptive to its ‘grosse Gedanken’. As elements of Orphism, Nilsson accepted a \textit{Theogony}, of which he considered the anthropogonical part the most original and to be connected to the doctrine of reincarnation, vegetarianism, and books about Orpheus’ descent into the underworld, which pictured the penalties for the uninitiated; in his survey, he also mentioned Norden’s ‘scharfsinnigen Versuch’ to reconstruct these. Finally, but not uninterestingly, Nilsson wondered whether we should speak of Orphic-Dionysiac mysteries rather than Dionysiac mysteries.\textsuperscript{60}

After Nilsson’s twenty-page discussion, it is rather striking to see that Walter Burkert discusses Orphism in relatively few pages, and mostly in combination with Pythagoreanism, despite the recent appearance of the Derveni papyrus, the Gold Leaf of Hipponion and the bone plates from Olbia. He accepts metempsychosis, vegetarianism and a \textit{Theogony}, a poem about Demeter’s arrival at Eleusis, and an Orphic \textit{Katabasis}, which relates the blessings and punishments in the hereafter. So far, this is not a great step forward from Nilsson. However, in the light of our previous observations it is noteworthy that Burkert stresses the importance of books. As he notes: ‘the new form of transmission introduces a new form of authority, to which the individual, provided that he can read, has direct access without collective mediation. The emancipation of the individual and the appearance of books go together in religion as elsewhere’. Yet, in the end, he concludes: ‘Orphism, like other sects, probably appealed to the class of the small man most of all’.\textsuperscript{61}

What did Christiane think of Orphism? In her work, there are a few references, both implicit and explicit, which give a pretty clear idea of her thoughts. In her seminal article she stated that ‘in a religion without a canonical body of belief, without revelation, without scriptural texts (outside certain marginal sects which did have sacred books but are irrelevant to our present discussion), without a professional anointed clergy claiming special knowledge or authority, without a church, it was the ordered community, the \textit{polis}, which assumed the role played in Christianity by the Church – to use one misleading comparison (for all metaphors derived from Christianity are inevitably misleading) to counteract and destroy alternative, implicit models.’ The only exception she

\textsuperscript{59} Wilamowitz-Moellendorf, \textit{a.c.} (n. 56), II p. 200.


allowed for the mediation by polis religion of all religious discourse was, as she put it, ‘some sectarian discourse’.\(^{62}\)

In her last book, *Hylas*, she made a few more observations on Orphism. So she argued that ‘the “dying Dionysos” most dominantly inhabits sectarian, Orphic, beliefs; but these beliefs seem to have involved more than one strand, and also, and most importantly, they eventually came to interact with, and ultimately “infiltrate”, exert influence on, polis cults’. After all, for Christiane, Orphism was ‘the broad multifarious current of sectarian teaching that was contained in Orphic books’.\(^{63}\)

Now the first thing that must strike any student of Orphism and of Christiane’s writings is her use of Christian language in these passages. Although she herself added the warning that all such metaphors are misleading, one may wonder to what extent her own Greek origin and socialisation at a time when virtually every Greek was at least nominally Greek-Orthodox have played a role in her observation that the polis assumed the role of the Church in Christianity. Surely, anybody raised in a Protestant church should know that, in this respect, there already is a big difference between Protestantism and Roman-Catholicism, and that Protestant theology might be influenced but certainly is not mediated by the Church.

More worrying, though, is her use of the expression ‘sectarian discourse’. Once again the underlying standard is Christianity with its established churches, such as Anglicanism in England, Lutheranism in Germany and Scandinavia or the various Orthodox churches in Eastern and Southern Europe. The distinction between church and sect was popularised at the beginning of the twentieth century by the great German sociologists of religion Max Weber (1864-1920) and Ernst Troeltsch (1865-1923), who had both been very impressed by the religious developments in America with its lively sects. However, the trouble with the expression ‘sectarian discourse’ is not only that it suggests the existence of a sect and a Church, but also that this discourse is of a somewhat less respectable or marginal character. Neither suggestion is justified, as we will see shortly.

Having looked at the various opinions about Orphism, let us now try to answer some of the questions I raised at the beginning of this paragraph. I will start with the following questions: 1) which Orphic books can we establish with some certainty for the fifth century and 2) which of those were composed in Attica? These questions are not that easy to answer, as there are a number of books among the Orphic writings that are closely connected to Pythagoras and Pythagoreanism. And indeed, the great scholars of the ancient underworld, Albrecht Dieterich (1866-1908) and Eduard Norden (1868-1941), used the term


'Orphic-Pythagorean'. Their inheritance is still clearly visible in Burkert’s close combination of Orpheus and Pythagoras, and there is no doubt that a strand in Orphic writing worked on Pythagorean themes. Martin West has well identified these, most of which carry very brief names: Net, Robe, Crater, Lyre, Sphere. There is very little left of these cosmological poems, and we can hardly say anything about their contents, let alone about their dates and places of origin.65

It is different with some other poems. Pride of place must go to the Orphic Theogony. Unfortunately, neither its date nor place of origin is known. It is very likely that there was more than one, but the oldest example that allows us to have some idea of the Orphic theogony(ies?) is the Derveni papyrus. Its quotation of the Orphic poem, though, is incomplete due to the burning of the papyrus, but also to the fact that the author may have left out whole passages. Any reconstruction of its original content should, therefore, be handled very carefully.66 Both the Ionian-epic character of the Orphic hexameters and the influence of Hittite material seem to point to Ionia as its original place of composition, but the sprinkling of Attic features in the text suggests a presence, even if temporary, of the author of the Derveni papyrus in Athens, regardless of his original origin.67 There is, however, one other likely remnant of Attic Orphic theogonical poetry. In Athens Persephone’s name was written in inscriptions, comedy and other nontragic literature as Pherephatta and its variations (§ 2), whereas P(h)ersephassa is the spelling in tragedy,68 Timaeus already identified this spelling as the more poetical form in his Platonic lexicon.69 Now Tatian (Or. 10.1 = OF 89 Π) uses the form Pherephassa in an enumeration of divine metamorphoses, when saying that ‘Zeus became a serpent because of Pherephassa’. Consequently, this indicates an ultimate origin from an Attic, poetic and Orphic source. From this evidence, I conclude that Orphic theogonies were probably also composed in Attica in the fifth century.

Besides an Orphic Theogony, the second big poem must have been the Orphic Katakasis, whose existence was doubted by Wilamowitz, as we have seen. However, there can be little doubt that Norden was correct in his reconstruction of elements of the Orphic Katakasis on the basis of Aeneid VI, as the appearance of the Bologna papyrus (OF 717) in 1954 with its picture of the underworld has only strengthened his position. Now in Greek and Latin poetry,
Orpheus’ descent into the underworld is always connected to his love for Eurydice.\textsuperscript{70} In fact, at the beginning of the Orphic Argonautica, Orpheus himself tells us in the first person singular: ‘I told you what I saw and perceived when I went down the dark road of Taenarum into Hades, trusting in my lyre,\textsuperscript{71} out of love for my wife’. Norden already noted the close correspondence with the line that opens the \textit{katabasis} of Orpheus in Virgil’s \textit{Georgica}, \textit{Taenarum etiam nauseas, alta ostia Ditis, / … ingressus} (IV, 467-469), and persuasively concluded that both lines go back to the \textit{Descent of Orpheus}.\textsuperscript{72} As references to the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice do not start before Euripides’ \textit{Aietes} (357-362) of 438 BC, a red-figure loutrophoros from 440-430 BC, and the decorated reliefs of, probably, the altar of the ‘Twelve Gods in the Athenian Agora, dating from about 410 BC, the poem about Orpheus’ \textit{katabasis} that was used by Virgil probably arrived in Athens around the middle of the fifth century BC, and its use by Aristophanes shows that it was well known in Athens.\textsuperscript{73}

On the other hand, the use of Orphic eschatological material by Pindar suggests that he already knew an earlier version of this poem or a different one. On the same topic, one could consider the \textit{Descent into Hades} ascribed to Orpheus from Sicilian Camarina (\textit{Suda} s.v. \textit{Ὀρφεύς} = \textit{OF} 708, 870, 1103). He seems to be a fictitious person, as Martin West has noted,\textsuperscript{74} but the mention is remarkable. Surely, he owed his name to the fact that he also told his descent in the first person singular (above). As Camarina was a town with close ties to Athens,\textsuperscript{75} influence from that quarter is not unthinknable.

A much less known text is the Orphic \textit{Physica}, which must date to the second half of the fifth century. As Renaud Gagné has persuasively argued, this hexametric poem, in which the Tritopatres played a prominent role, combined theogonic and anthropogonic narratives with a theory of the soul and Presocratic physical doctrine. Unfortunately, the scarcity of fragments means that we cannot say anything more.\textsuperscript{76}

Our next texts are the Orphic \textit{Hymns}, which are mentioned in the Derveni papyrus where column XXII says: ‘And it is also said in the \textit{Hymns}: Demeter,


\textsuperscript{71} \textit{Norden} (\textit{ad loc}) compares Aen. VI, 120: \textit{Iovia fœnis eisbaren, see also his Kleine Schriften zum klassischen Altertum, Berlin, 1966, p. 506-507.}

\textsuperscript{72} See also \textit{Norden}, \textit{a.c.} (n. 71), p. 508f. For Orpheus’ account in the first person singular, \textit{Wilamowitz}, \textit{a.c.} (n. 56), II p. 194-195 also persuasively compares Plut., M., 566c (= \textit{OF} 412).

\textsuperscript{73} I argue this in more detail in J.N. \textit{Bremmer}, “The Golden Bough: Orphic, Eleusinian and Hellenistic-Jewish Sources of Virgil’s Underworld in \textit{Aeneid VI},” \textit{Kernos} 22 (2009), p. 183-208 at 193-196.

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{West}, \textit{a.c.} (n. 65), 10 note 17.


Rhea, Ge, Meter, Hestia, Deio’ (11-12).77 Dirk Obbink has argued that Philochoros, who quotes other Orphic poetry (FGrH 328 F 77 = OF 810), therefore must have known the Derveni text, since he also quotes this verse as being by Orpheus and as having stood ‘in the Hymns’ (FGrH 328 F 185). But this is not really necessary. If the text from which the quote was taken belonged to a collection of hymns, it may indeed have been known as the Hymns.78 Obbink is on firmer ground when he argues that, originally, the line must have been written in Attic,79 a suggestion supported by the many divine identifications, which point to Attic poetry of the last half of the fifth century.80 Referring to Pausanias’ mention of Orphic hymns in the rituals of the Attic Lykoids (IX, 30, 12 = OF 531), the family of Themistoebs, Obbink plausibly suggests a connection between the Hymns and family mysteries. The Lykoids met in a club-house, and in this connection we may perhaps draw attention again to the famous beginning of the Orphic Theogony: ‘Close the doors, you uninitiated’ (OF 1) which suggests a performance indoors, as opposed to the performance of the great epics and Hesiodic poems at festivals. Another connection of Orpheus with a respectable Athenian family becomes visible in Euripides’ Hypsipyle (ca. 411-408 BC), where Euneos, the ancestor of the Euneids, is instructed on the lyre by Orpheus (fr. 759a, 1619-1622 Kannicht); the play even seems to contain traces of an Orphic theogony (F 758a, 1103-1108 with Kannicht).81

Our last text is the Orphic hymn on Demeter’s entry in Eleusis, which has been reconstructed in outline by Fritz Graf.82 This hymn celebrated the cultural achievements of Athens within the framework of the Homeric Hymn to Demeter but with some important alterations, such as the introduction of the swineherd Eubouleus. It probably also contained an aition of the Thesmophoria in order to facilitate the adoption of Eubouleus by Eleusis from his original Heimat on the Cycladic islands. This aition has been preserved by Clement of Alexandria and a scholiast on Lucian (OF 390). Its source was a Hellenistic Attic antiquarian, as appears both from the mention of the Attic Skirophoria and Arretophobia in Clement and the scholiion as well as from Clement calling Kore (the name in Lucian’s scholon) Pherephatta, the Attic version of her name, as we have already seen above (§ 2). The date of the hymn seems to have been the

third quarter of the fifth century, given its indebtedness to the cultural theories of Prodikos and the mention of Eubulos in the famous Athenian First Fruits decree of 422/1 BC, where he is combined with Theo and Thea (IG3 78, 39).83

Do we also have Orphic sects, as Nilsson, Burkert and Christiane suggest? There is simply not a trace of it and, in fact, it is very improbable. The Christian image of a sect conjures up small-minded, lower-class people, as does indeed Burkert’s ‘class of the small men’. Yet the visits of Orphic initiators to wealthy Athenians, as attested in Plato’s Republic (364b-365a), preclude any acceptance of Burkert’s surprising statement, as does the fact that well-to-do women seem to have constituted the great majority of recipients of the Gold Leaves. And indeed, in the most recent study of the social origin of the Gold Leaves Robert Parker rightly concludes that ‘initiates tended to be relatively wealthy’.84

Moreover, we nowhere hear of Orphic groups or congregations: it is too often forgotten that Orphicai on the Olbian bone plates is not a secure reading and would be the first and only designation of the followers of Orpheus as ‘Orphics’.85 The itinerant, probably vegetarian, life style of the orpho
telestai, which is increasingly documented also by the wide geographical spread of the Gold Leaves, hardly favours the formation of sects. The earliest known orpho
telestēs, Philippus, was still received by the Spartan king Leotychidas in the first decades of the fifth century (OF 653), and Christoph Redweg has interestingly argued that Empedocles styled himself as a kind of orpho
telestēs; Gábor Betegh has gone a step further by suggesting that ‘the constellation of functions and abilities that make up the image of Empedocles finds its most immediate prefiguration in Orpheus’.86 Empedocles is indeed one of the last of the wandering Wundermänner of the later Archaic era, a group which includes the likes of Epimenides, Abaris, Aristeas and, to some extent, Orpheus himself,87 but, of course, adapted to his own day and age. The orpho
telestai (OF 653-664), I suggest, are further inheritors of this tradition. In the course of time, society moved on, and Plato and other philosophers started to look down on them. Yet there is no reason to see them as charlatans or Schwinder. Such judgments need better arguments than modern contempt for religious entre
trepreneurs: the history of religion has shown us how complicated the evaluation of religious practitioners often is.

83 For a fuller discussion of Eubouleus and his origin see my forthcoming ‘Divinities in the Orphic Gold Leaves: Euklēs, Eubouleus, Brimo, Kybele, Kore and Persephone’, in the proceedings of the 2006 Ohio conference on the Gold Leaves.


87 For these miracle workers and purifiers see BremMier, a.e. (n. 38), p. 36-39.
It is clear, then, that books played an important role in the spread of Orphic thought, but can we call these books ‘sacred’ as Christiane does? I doubt it. ‘Holy books’ in our sense of the word is a typically Jewish and Christian invention that has managed to infiltrate even Islam and modern Judaism, neither of whom traditionally knew a ‘Holy Quran’ or a ‘Holy Torah’. Moreover, an important quality of holy books is that their texts are fixed. This is of course not the case in Orphic literature, which was extremely fluid in its texts. We may even wonder whether we can actually call this literature ‘religious books’. What is the difference between the mid-sixth-century epic of Heracles’ katabasis and that of Orpheus? Is the one literature, the other religion? Or the Orphic Theogony? Is that classed as religious, but Hesiod’s one literary? Admittedly, Euripides’ Theseus scolds Hippolytus’ ‘honouring the smoke of many writings’, but that only shows him up as a bookish intellectual, just like Aristophanes associates the sophists with books. However this may be, it is clear that in fifth-century Athens Orphic books circulated and were composed, books that did not conform to the standard ideas of Athenian polis religion.

4. Mythography

Before I try to draw some conclusions let us conclude by looking very briefly at mythography. The choice of subject may be surprising in a discussion of polis religion. Yet it should be clear that Greek myths were important media for conveying information on gods, heroes and other supernatural beings that were worshipped by the Greeks. For many Greeks, their mental images of the gods must have been formed by the great poems of Homer and Hesiod, and it is not unexpected that according to Herodotus (II, 53) ‘it was Homer and Hesiod who gave the gods their epithets, chose their honours and skills, and pointed out their forms’. Starting at about 500 BC we see the rise of authors who collected Greek myths and began to systematize them. They were not, however, just putting the mythological house in order, so to speak, but also changing the tradition. Those rationalisations, such as Herodorus’ replacement of the dragon that guarded the Golden Fleece with amazingly big snakes (FGrH 31 F 63bis = fr. **52A Fowler) or, more subtly, Pherecydes’ probable omission of any theogony, are well known and need not occupy us here. Nevertheless, we must not fail to note that these

---

rationalising changes also will have contributed to the secularisation of the inherited mythological tradition.\footnote{For the mythographers, see R.L. Fowler, “How to Tell a Myth: Genealogy, Mythology, Mythography, Kermis 19 (2006), p. 35-46.}

For us, the important question is on whose authority the mythographers introduced their versions and changes. I see at least two different strategies here. First we have the one employed by Acusilaus, who was, by all accounts, one of the oldest mythographers. He said, presumably in the proem of his Genealogies,\footnote{R.L. Fowler, “Herodotus and His Contemporaries,” JHS 116 (1996), p. 62-87 at 78.} that he had found his history on bronze tablets, which his father had dug up in his house. The strategy of authentication by finding an old manuscript was well known in antiquity and also employed by Euhemerus.\footnote{A.J. Festugière, La Révélation d’Hermès Trismégiste, vol. I, Paris, 1950, p. 319-24 and Études de religion grecque et hellénistique, Paris, 1972, p. 272-4; W. Speyer, Bücherfunde in der Glaubenwerbung der Antike, Göttingen, 1970; P. Piovanelli, “The Miraculous Discovery of the Hidden Manuscript, or the Paratextual Function of the Prologue to the Apocalypse of Paul,” in J.N. Bremmer, I. Czachész (eds.), The Visio Pauli and the Gnostic Apocalypse of Paul, Leuven, 2007, p. 23-49.} Admittedly, one of the testimonia (T 7 Fowler, from the Suda) claims that Acusilaus’ works were forged, and, on this basis, Jacoby (\textit{ad FGrH} 2 T 1, 7) claimed there was a forgery in circulation in Imperial times. Yet there is no other evidence for the existence of this forgery, and the likeliest explanation of T 7 is a commentator’s scepticism about the story of the tablets in Acusilaus himself.\footnote{Unless one accepts an adventurous supplement in fr. 11, 9 (ed. Fowler, not 9, 11 as his apparatus ad T 7 says).} In fact, the appeal to ancient tradition seems to have worked so well that some people included Acusilaus among the Seven Sages (\textit{FGrH} 2 T 11ab = fr 11ab Fowler). This would hardly have happened if his work had just been an enumeration of genealogies. In any case, it is interesting to note that the authority in Acusilaus’ case no longer is divine inspiration by one of the Muses but tradition in the form of the hoary past.

The second strategy is to boast one’s own superiority. Let us listen to the ‘chest-thumping’ beginning of a competing author of \textit{Genealogies}: ‘Hecataeus the Milesian speaks (\textit{mytheiai}) as follows: I write what I think to be true, for, the tales of the Greeks, as they appear to me, are many and ridiculous’ (\textit{FGrH} 1 F 1 = fr. 1 Fowler). It is also typical of this ‘argumentative context’ of early Greek intellectuals to criticise the competition.\footnote{Cf. Fowler, \textit{op. cit.} (n. 93), p. 69; J. Bremmer, “Rationalisation and Disenchantment in Ancient Greece: Max Weber among the Pythagoreans and Orphics?” in R. Buxton (ed.), \textit{From Myth to Reason? Studies in the Development of Greek Thought}, Oxford, 1999, p. 71-83 at 78.} Thus Hellanics (\textit{FGrH} 4 T 18 = T 18 Fowler) criticised Acusilaus, who in turn had criticised Hesiod (\textit{FGrH} 2 T 6 = T 6 Fowler).\footnote{See also A. Cameron, \textit{Greek Mythography in the Roman World}, New York, 2004, p. 94f.} In neither case is there any reference to the \textit{polis}.\footnote{96}
5. Final observations

Before I come, at last, to the subject of *polis* religion, let me first say a few words regarding religion in general. In her discussion of *polis* religion, Christiane offered an excellent definition of Greek religion, which, to the best of my knowledge, has not attracted any interest, either inside or outside the world of classics. It deserves to be better known. For Christiane, Greek religion is above all:

a way of articulating the world, of structuring chaos and making it intelligible; it is a model articulating a cosmic order guaranteed by a divine order which also (in complex ways) grounds human order, perceived to be incarnated above all in the properly ordered and pious *polis*, and providing certain rules and prescriptions of behaviour, especially towards the divine through cult, but also towards the human world.99

If we leave out the sentence about the *polis*, which unduly limits Greek religion to the *polis* as if there was not also the sizeable world of the Greek *ethnos*,100 we are left with a definition of religion in general, which clearly has been inspired by John Gould. He, in turn, was inspired by the perhaps most famous definition of religion at that time, which was developed by Clifford Geertz (1926-2006). Geertz defines religion in the following way:

A system of symbols which acts to establish powerful, pervasive, and long-lasting moods and motivations in men by formulating conceptions of a general order of existence and clothing these conceptions with such an aura of factuality that the moods and motivations seem uniquely realistic.101

It is interesting to note that Christiane’s definition also mentions the human and divine parts of the equation and their interaction in cult, whereas Geertz’s definition remains rather vague regarding these points, although in the exposition of his definition he becomes much more specific. This difference with Geertz shows the influence of another very influential modern definition of religion, which is, in the words of Melford Spiro, ‘an institution consisting of culturally patterned interaction with culturally postulated super-human beings’.102

---

Christiane, then, combined the most prominent functionalist and substantivist definitions.

Christiane was very much a Durkheimian. This is clear from the concluding, nearly rhapsodic, sentences of her seminal article: "The role of the polis in the articulation of Greek religion was matched by the role of religion in the articulation of the polis: religion provided the framework and the symbolic focus of the polis. Religion was the very centre of the Greek polis." In fact, she confessed, if that is the word, herself to be a Durkheimian in a passage of her ‘Reading’ Greek Death, in which she stressed the necessity not to fall into the trap of reductionist tendencies.103 And indeed, as appears from the words just quoted, she did not take the road, so often taken by neo-Durkheimians, of describing society as having a religious nature. Rather, she argued, for religion having a social nature or, in a more poetical formulation, the Greek polis as having a religious heart.104 Now it is well known that Durkheim (1858-1917) came to religion relatively late and in his opus magnum Les Formes élémentaires of 1912 he concentrated in particular on the relatively undifferentiated societies of the Australian Aborigines. Can we apply his thoughts to a really big and literate city as late classical Athens was?

Although the main lines of Christiane’s argument are convincing, even a non-reductionist Durkheimian approach has some disadvantages. By concentrating on civic religion, we get a more harmonious picture of religious life as a whole than was the case in reality. Moreover, the focus on and inspiration by Durkheimian thought perhaps lead to a certain overvaluation of public cultic practice above private activities and of religious performance above religious thinking and speculation. For the latter, the arrival of literacy was undoubtedly an important factor, even though religious thinking was certainly not limited to literate societies.105 In both cited definitions of religion, we lack the aspect of power, as has been pointed out by Talal Asad in his famous critique of Geertz’s definition of religion.106 Religion is a social phenomenon, and every social phenomenon has to deal with hierarchies and power, even if a religion lacks an established clergy, as was mainly the case in ancient Greece. Moreover, in the case of Christiane it is striking that she notes cult but does not mention anything about religious thought, belief or speculation.


103 Sourvinou-Inwood, e.c (n. 1), p. 31f.
105 Compare the classic study of P. Radin, Primitive Man as Philosopher, New York, 1957.
It is these two aspects, religious thought and authority, that I would like to conclude with in light of my previous discussion. First, religion is more than cult. Regarding the Christian tradition one could fairly say that many books on its history concentrate on its big thinkers and theologians. It is only in recent times that research has started to concentrate more on everyday Christian life, a focus which, of course, is more difficult the more one retreats in time. In the study of Greek religion it is rather the reverse. Although the major handbooks do pay attention to the religious role of poets and philosophers, one never gets the feeling that this is seen as an important part of the history of Greek religion. It is probably symbolic that both Nilsson and Burkert treat them towards the ends of their handbooks, whereas Wilamowitz does not give them any special attention at all.\footnote{Nilsson, \textit{a.c.} (n. 60), p. 741-783; Burkert, \textit{a.c.} (n. 61), p. 305-337.}

The concept of \textit{polis} religion, however, cannot be used without also asking who exerted authority in this religion. Who actually had the power to shape and control that religion? In general, we can say that the \textit{polis} community often exerts control. The case of Socrates is perhaps the most obvious example,\footnote{For the charge and the process see Parker, \textit{a.c.} (n. 90), p. 199-207; P. Millett, “The Trial of Socrates Revisited,” \textit{European Review of History} 12 (2005), p. 23-62; J.N. Bremmer, “Peregrinus’ Christian Career,” in H. Hilhorst \textit{et al.} (eds.), \textit{Flores Veterum: Dead Sea Scrolls and Other Early Jewish Studies in Honour of Florentino García Martínez}, Leiden, 2007, p. 729-747 at 734f.} but we might also think of the banishment of Diagoras and the reports of attacks on other fifth-century intellectuals because of their atheism.\footnote{Parker, \textit{a.c.} (n. 90), p. 207-210; J.N. Bremmer, “Atheism in Antiquity,” in M. Martin (ed.), \textit{The Cambridge Companion to Atheism}, Cambridge, 2006, p. 11-26 at 12-19.} On a more positive note, the state calendar of festivals comes to mind. We know that circa 401 BC, for example, the secretary Nicomachus drew up a new calendar for public sacrifices, which seems to have omitted some of the older sacrifices. There can be little doubt that such matters were under the control of the \textit{polis}, even though we do not have detailed information about the public scrutiny of his proposals.\footnote{Parker, \textit{a.c.} (n. 90), p. 218-20.}

This, though, is only one side of \textit{polis} religion. The other side is the shaping of new ideas or the testing of old ones, a side of religion that was always problematic from the perspective of the Durkheimian approach with its stress on the hegemony of tradition and ritual.\footnote{As noted also by H.S. Versnel, \textit{Transition and Reversal in Myth and Ritual}, Leiden, 1993, p. 9.} Here we should distinguish between public performance and more private reading. The tragedies or the \textit{Odes} of Pindar were performed in public, be it in front of larger or smaller audiences. Here too we could perhaps still speak of the control of the \textit{polis} or, in less democratic ones, of its rulers. For example, Pindar may well have thought about what religiosity Theron favoured before he composed his \textit{Second Olympian Ode}. Moreover, how-
ever far Euripides went, he will always have had in the back of his mind that the aim of his compositions was also to win, not to lose.

This is different with books or oral poems. We do not know how the oldest Orphic poetry was spread over Greece, but the Derveni papyrus demonstrates that around 400 BC, people could read this poetry and even study its commentaries. Orphic poetry was clearly very influential in some areas of thought, especially those having to do with the afterlife (as is well illustrated by Pindar and Empedocles), an area hardly controlled by the polis. Its authority must have been the name of Orpheus. As the words of Herodotus about Homer and Hesiod (§ 4) demonstrated, poets could have an enormous influence. That is why in the earlier fifth century people started to spread new ideas under Orpheus’ name. The loss of most of that poetry makes us forget that the prestige of Orpheus as poet was enormously high in the fifth century. According to a set of fifth-century historians, which include Pherecydes and Hellanicus, Homer was a descendent from Orpheus as was Hesiod. And when Plato enumerates the great poets of the past, he puts Orpheus first.

But to what extent can we still call poetry under his name expressions of polis religion? This is hardly possible, I would argue, for poems like Orpheus’ Theogony and Katabasis, which derived their authority from the name of their supposed poet, not from a particular polis. It is Orpheus’ name too that should forbid us to call his poetry sectarian discourse. There is nothing in our fifth-century tradition that points into that direction. Orphic poetry was well-known in Athens in the fifth century, and accepted in the best circles of the Athenian population. Some of its figures (e.g. Eubouleus, Brimo) were even incorporated into the Eleusinian Mysteries. It is clear that in the fourth century Plato looked down on the Orphic initiators. Sure enough, compared to him they undoubtedly were second-rate theologians and had to really work for a living. Yet nothing in our sources (except Plato’s contempt) warrants modern opinions of them as charlatans or swindlers. Orphic views (§3), mythography (§4) and sophistic theories (§3), such as those of Prodias, all spread via books and there is no reason to call them expressions of polis religion.

Indeed, writing also enabled the spread of private oracles and de factiones. In the case of the former, Cimon, Nicias and Alcibiades all employed private seers,

---

112 Also note the mention of Orphic books by Claudian, Epith., 232-234 and Carm. Min., 23, 11; 31, 25-33, to which DIETERICH, a.c. (n. 57), p. 159 calls attention, but which seems to have been overlooked by BERNABE in his splendid new edition of the Orphic fragments.

113 Pherecydes, FGrH 3 F 167 = fr. 167 (ed. FOWLER) = OF 871; Hellanicus, FGrH 4 F 5 = OF 871 (Homer and Hesiod); Damastes, FGrH 5 F 11 = fr. 11b (ed. FOWLER) = OF 871; Charax, FGrH 105 F 62 = OF 872.

114 Pl., Apol., 41a (= OF 1076); IsA, 536b (= OF 973); note also Alexis, fr. 140 (ed. KASSEL-AUSTIN) (= OF 1018); Hecataeus, FGrH 264 F 25 (= OF 55).

115 See BREMMER, a.c. (n. 83).
sometimes even a number of them.\textsuperscript{116} This use of private seers by leading politicians goes back at least to the beginning of the fifth century, since Aeschylus already mentions the ‘seers of the house’.\textsuperscript{117} There is no reason to think that these seers or their more humble colleagues on the streets were controlled by the \textit{polis} or were always concerned with expressing the views of the \textit{polis}. The same must be true of the professionals that wrote and sold magical formulae. As noted before, Robert Parker discusses these under the title ‘unlicensed religion’, but that suggests that there was a dichotomy in the \textit{polis} between licensed and unlicensed religion. This introduces a distinction that is modern and not warranted by Athenian evidence. In the end, we will have to accept that religion in urbanized Greece was indeed mainly \textit{polis} religion, as has been presented to us in Robert Parker’s wonderful books on Athenian religion. The margins of that religion, however, were perhaps much messier than Christiane liked to think.\textsuperscript{118}
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\textsuperscript{117} \textit{See Fraenkel} on \textit{Aesch.}, \textit{Ag}, 409.

\textsuperscript{118} This is the slightly revised and annotated version of a keynote lecture at the Conference ‘Perceptions of Polis-Religion: Inside/Outside. A Symposium in Memory of Christiane Sourvinou-Inwood’, Reading, 6 July, 2008; I have kept its oral nature. The text has also profited from audiences in Montreal, Toronto and New York as well as from comments by Bob Fowler, Albert Henrichs and Vincente Pirene-Delforge. Suzanne Lyé kindly corrected my English.